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Volume 20 (2003) provided a valuable record of  Medieval Studies in Canada. Section 
Β of  the issue contained information  on the grants awarded to Canadian medievalists 
by the Social Sciences & Humanities Research Council of  Canada from  1993-2003. 
It is a matter of  regret that some of  our distinguished members were inadvertently 
omitted from  the list: 
Sheila Delany (Simon Fraser University) was the first  winner of  the Society's Labarge 
Prize for  the best book in Medieval Studies by a Canadian or Canadian-resident 
scholar, for  her book Impolitic  Bodies.  Poetry,  Saints  and  Society  in Fifteenth-Century 
England  (Oxford  University Press, 1998). Sheila was named Killam Senior Research 
Fellow from  1993-95, and was awarded SSHRC Standard Research Grants in 1993-
96, 1998-2001, as well as in the most recent competition, 2004-07. 
John H. Munro (University of  Toronto) was awarded SSHRC grants consecutively 
from  1993 to the present: 
1993-96: 'Inflation,  Deflation,  and the Movement of  Wages in Late-Medieval England 
and the Low Countries, ca. 1300-ca. 1500.' 
1996-1999: 'Wage, Labour, Wage Structures, and Labour Mobility in England and 
the Low Countries, 1400-1600. ' 
1999-2002: "Monetary Policies, Wage Policies, and Industrial Conflicts  in the Late-
Medieval Low Countries and England: the Responses of  Organised Labour to Inflation 
and Deflation.' 
2003-2006: 'The Medieval Origins of  the Modern Financial Revolution.' 
It was also incorrectly noted that Brian Catlos (University of  Toronto) was awarded 
a 1-year fellowship  for  his project 'Evolution of  administrative institutions in 
reconquered Valencia.' This was a 3-year award, 1995-1998. 
We regret any inconvenience that these omissions and errors have caused. 
